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Luxury Ocean Front Hotel!
LG Smith Boulevard 526, Malmok
Ocean Z Luxury Hotel of 13 bed rooms designed by the famous
Venezuelan architect, Óscar Enrique Bracho Malpica.
In the first building you will find:

$ 9,500,000 / AWG 16,910,000
Contract:
Type:
Area:
Bedrooms:
Bathrooms:
Pool:
Lot size:
Build up area:

For sale
Commercial
Malmok
13
17
Yes
1,420 m2
1,430 m2

Two master bedrooms with immaculate spaces one of them with
an added den. Spacious master suites to awaken with the
spectacular view of our blue ocean and enjoy your own private pool, king-size built-in bed, and a
separate living area, our master bedroom offers visitors a breathtaking panoramic ocean view. It is the
perfect place for a sunset dinner and enjoy the private pool at any desired time. These rooms are the
pearls of Ocean Z, have two great terraces, and are beautifully decorated.
Two Mini-masters with two twin beds, elegantly decorated and full comfort. One has a queen bed with
an incredible ocean view and the other larger Mini-master overlooking the pool paradise.
The second building offers;
Seven double rooms that sleeps four. Highlighted by its simplicity and elegance, with 2 Queen size
beds, our elaborately furnished rooms have a small bar, a spectacular private outdoor shower and
deck.
Two king bed junior suites both with pool view and partial ocean view, and private solarium, perfect for
your tanning desires…which offers guest all the functionality needed for a perfect stay.
In-room specials:
MPG Real Estate, Aruba www.mpgaruba.com T: +297 5934647 E: muna@mpgaruba.com
Housekeeping,
Mini Bar, Personal Safe, Air conditioning, Hot water, LCD flat Smart TV 48", Bose

alarm clock with bluetooth, Customized Robes and slippers, Luxurious Bathroom, Showers with private
outdoor deck, Deluxe SPA Bvlgari Toiletries, Buscaglione Espresso Machine, Personalized attention,
Breakfast is Included with your stay and Elegant tote bags for pool.
It is an ongoing business with excellent reviews and nothing like it on the Island.Ocean Z Boutique
Hotel of 13 bed rooms designed by the famous Venezuelan architect, Óscar Enrique Bracho Malpica.
In the first building you will find:
Two master bedrooms with immaculate spaces one of them with an added den. Spacious master
suites to awaken with the spectacular view of our blue ocean and enjoy your own private pool, kingsize built-in bed, and a separate living area, our master bedroom offers visitors a breathtaking
panoramic ocean view. It is the perfect place for a sunset dinner and enjoy the private pool at any
desired time. These rooms are the pearls of Ocean Z, have two great terraces, and are beautifully
decorated.
Two Mini-masters with two twin beds, elegantly decorated and full comfort. One has a queen bed with
an incredible ocean view and the other larger Mini-master overlooking the pool paradise.
The second building offers;
Seven double rooms that sleeps four. Highlighted by its simplicity and elegance, with 2 Queen size
beds, our elaborately furnished rooms have a small bar, a spectacular private outdoor shower and
deck.
Two king bed junior suites both with pool view and partial ocean view, and private solarium, perfect for
your tanning desires…which offers guest all the functionality needed for a perfect stay.
In-room specials:
Housekeeping, Mini Bar, Personal Safe, Air conditioning, Hot water, LCD flat Smart TV 48", Bose
alarm clock with bluetooth, Customized Robes and slippers, Luxurious Bathroom, Showers with private
outdoor deck, Deluxe SPA Bvlgari Toiletries, Buscaglione Espresso Machine, Personalized attention,
Breakfast is Included with your stay and Elegant tote bags for pool.
It is an ongoing business with excellent reviews and nothing like it on the Island.

